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Council in a statement in which, after reciting the text of their
previous statement of the 25th April, they declared that the objections
to the Italian project, there set forth, were met by the new French
text. To make assurance doubly sure, they proceeded to point out
the differences between the two drafts, put on record the assurances
which they had received from all the four Great Powers that
there was no question of impairing the authority of the League of
Nations, and let it be known that formal guarantees against any
attempt at treaty-revision had been given to them by the French
Government in accordance with the pre-existing reciprocal under-
takings that bound France and the Little Entente countries to one
another.
The differences between the French counter-draft and the original
Italian draft, which were hereby underlined, and accepted as satis-
factory, by the Little Entente Council, were substantially maintained
in the final draft which was initialled on the 7th June; and accordingly
the news of the transaction at Rome on that date was received calmly
in Prague, Bucarest and Belgrade. On the other hand, it raised a
storm in Warsaw, where the question of substance, on which the
statesmen of the Little Entente had sought, and obtained, satisfac-
tion, was overshadowed by a question of status which did not trouble
Dr. Benes and his Jugoslav and Rumanian colleagues. In their view,
the contretemps was over and done with as soon as their own
diplomatic efforts had been duly successful in emasculating the
original draft of the Four-Power Pact and so condemning the final
instrument to sterility. In the Polish view, on the other hand, the
damage which was the most grievous in Polish eyes had been done,
and done irretrievably, in the mere fact that a diplomatic instrument,
however innocuous, which purported to be the act of the Great
Powers of Europe, had been negotiated and initialled without Polish
participation. In Polish minds, this was an offensive advertisement
of the fact that Poland did not, after all, rank as a Great Power in
Italian, German, British or French eyes; and the Polish resentment
at this supposed slight was concentrated upon France. The Poles
felt that France, as Poland's ally, was in honour bound to consider
Polish feelings and stand up for Polish interests, and that if France
were unwilling to vindicate Poland's cherished status as a Great
Power, then France had morally forfeited her claim to count upon
Poland as her principal ally in the event of a future settlement of
accounts with Germany. Indeed, this Polish resentment against
France for having accepted the Four-Power Pact at all, even in so
greatly diluted a form, may have had some effect in promoting the

